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INTI{ODUO'rz01V.
A z{0NC~ various crosses made in the quest for genetic il]formation to
guide a banana-breeding programme outlined in the previous paper of
this sm:ies (s), was one between an edible banana, known in our collection
as "Mysore," and the fertile plant M. 'malaccensis (Clone ]3) ah'eady
described. The results are closely parallel to those obtained from the
Gros Michel cross, and are presented briefly as a demonstration of similar
behaviour in quite distinct banana types.
]g XPEI{I J%'IENTAL :DETAILS.

]3etwcen Augus~ 1929 and November 1930, twenty-seven inflorescences of Mysore were pollinated by M. ~nalaccensis (Clone B), and
these, on. maturing, yielded altogether 198 seeds. The average seed. yield
is therefore more than seven per bunch of 100 to 150 fruits, which is much
higher than the average for Gros Michel. The most fertile single bunch
of fruit yielded 51 seeds, and another 30. Unfortunately this high seed
yield is largely counterbalanced by poor germination, and only fifteen
seedlings resulted, of which six died in the pot and nursery stages, being
obvious weaklings. The present paper is therefore based on nine plants
which survived to a stage permitting examination. ~_Phere are Mso ineluded in a separate section a few notes on the cross Mysore ~ × I.C. 1 d.
The cytological technique adopted was that previously described.
Tg~ Sm~ALE PA~ENT.
Mysore came into the Imperial College collection from six distinct
sources, and for some time was kept as six differently labelled "varieties."
Synonymy was finally admitted after comparisons of the growth at all
stages, elie morphology in every detail, the physiology in disease resistance, fruit ripening and seed yield, and the somatic chromosome
complements. Of the six names formerly in use, the best authenticated
was the label "Mysore" on a specimen cotlecged in Southern India by
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Mr F. N. I-lewes and briefly described by him(3). The plant is identical
with that provisionally called "Fillbasket" in a previous publication0).
The v~riety is tall and vigorous (Plate XXIII), and apparently immune
to Panama disea.se. It has dark green leaves, and a very pronommed
reddish flush on its midribs and the lower surface of young leaves. The
fruits are small, but borne in large numbers, tightly packed in a very
neat and compact bunch. The individual fruit is about 19 cm. long,
including a pedicel of 4 era. and a wonouneed beak, and almost perfectly
round in cross-section when mature. It ripens to a bright golden yellow
colour, and is very thin-skinned.
The chromosome number in somatic cells is thirty-three, and the
count was made in each of the six "varieties" in the collection with
the same result.
Meiosis in ~he pollen mother ceils does not appear to differ in any
essential from the process described in Gros Michel. A compact plate
is formed at metaphase, which can be judged by the stages immediately
preceding and following ~o be composed of multivalent associations, but
which has not been analysed. A varying number of chromosomes lag
at anaphase, and stragglers excluded from the daughter nnclei are very
prominent in the dyad stage. The second division is semi-regular, with
a certain amount of lagging agafil shown. Varying counts, both below
and above 16, are to be made from polar views of metaphase. Multicellular "tetrads" result, and the mature pollen is much sparser than
even in Gros Michel, the number of round, filled, and possibly viable
grains i~ the open flower being at most only two or three per loenlus,
so that, practically speaking, Mysore may be said ~o have no pollen at all.
T]~E ~I GENEI%ATION,

Observations of the nine plants examined may be presented in
tabular form:
Seedling

Somatic
chromosome
number

1

44:

5
6
7
8
9
10
13

75 :J=
4~1
44-

4~I
73 :l:
33 (?)
44:

44

l%emarks
Normal habiL Parthenoearpie.
(Illustrated in Plate X X I V )
Thick-leaved dwarf
Normal habit, not parthenoearpie
Normal habit
Normal habit
Thick-leaved dwarf
Wild type habit
Normal habit. Parthenoearpie
Normal habit

The six plants described as of "normal habit" all resemble the individual shown in Plate XXIV. They are directly comparable with the
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"tetraploid" seedlings raised from C@osMichel in thch" close resemblance
to their female parent. No. 5, however, exhibits one important difference,
in that its unpollinated fruits fa,il to swell, al~d conversely every swollen
fruit is :found to contain seeds in such abundance that the plant might
be classified as a fully seeded form. Nos. 1 and 10 definitely produce
swollen fruits containing no seeds, though their general seed yield is
very high. Nos. 6, 7 and 13 have not been critically examined in this
respect as yet.
The two plants described as "thick-Ieaved dwarf" arc directly comparable with similar offspring described from C4ros Michel, both in habit
and in approximate chromosome count. It may be added that Nos.
2 and 3, which died before their counts could be obtained, were also of
the same habit.
Seedling No. 9 is of a type hitherto undescribed, although there was
one similar plant among the original Gros Michel hybrids, lost before it
could be examined cytologically. This plant has not flowered, bug in
vegetative habit is intermediate between its parents, having the slenderness of the male and the coloration of the female. Root tip preparations
show about 33 cln'omosomes, but are not very good, and it is possible
that there are only 32. Possibly an egg with 22 (or 21) chromosomes, which
might be expected to occur sometimes, has contributed to this zygote.
Meiosis was examined in the pollen mother cells of No. 7, but not
studied intensively as it seems to present no elements of novelty. There
is the usual compact metaphase plate, and a semi-regular anaphase in
which the nmnber of chromosomes lagging varies widely from cell to
cell. At the " d y a d " stage isolated chromosomes are seen in the majority
of cells, either cut off by cell walls or more commonly lying free ill the
cytoplasm of the main daughter cells. The "tetrads" are nearly all
multicelhlar, and the pollen h'rsgular in size but fair]y abundant in
quantity.
T]tE o~oss ~ s o m n

x

1.0.1.

It was noted in the discussion of Gros Michel hybrids that the desirable seedling 1.0.1 cannot be back-crossed with any practical success
to its parent, @ros Midhel. When Mysore was found to have a much
higher seed fertility than Cros Michel, it was decided go try 1.0. 1 pollen
on its stigmas, partly in the hope of combining the good qualities of two
promising bananas, and partly with t]le more academic object of studying
the general cross "triploid" x '%etraploid." After a number of unsuccessful attempts two plants were raised[, both of the "thick-leaved"
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type, though one is much more vigororts than the other and can scarcely
be classified as a dwarf. Theh" somatic cells contain 5'1-or 55 chromosomes
in the case of ~he larger plant and about 90 in t;he case of the dwarf.
I t is difficult in the case of these high numbers to be cerbain whether
the number is euploid or anm~ploid, bug in the case of the large]: plant
count;s o:[ 55 were almost as frequen~ as those of 54, and as 55 is the
" e x p e c t e d " number (on the analogy of the Nysore × mala,cce~7,sis cross),
it is highly probable that this plant is a true pentaploid in the series.
It; will be very interesting ff it~ flowers.
The smaller plan4d gave several clear counts of 90, as well as lower
numbers, and cannot be clahned with any confidence as a eN?loid. On
the other hand it may be t h a t the somatic numbers in these highly
unbalanced forms vary from cell to cell both above and below the mean,
and the approximation to 88 is suggestivc. Ig is extremely mdikely t h a t
this plant will flower, and its constitution must remain unsolved.

1. The Nysore banana seeds more readily t h a n Gros Nichel when
pollinated b y M. mcdaccensis, but~ i~s behaviour is otherwise similar.
2. Of nine hybrids raised and studied, sLx have 44 somatic chromostones and resemble their female parent in vegetative habit, two are
thick-leaved dwarfs comparable both in habit and in chromosome
number with similar types raised from £4ros Michel, and one with 33
somatic chromosomes is intermediate in vegetative characters between
its parents.
3. Pollinated b y the ~etraploid Clros Nichel seedling I.C. 1, Nysore
gave two hybrids, of which one has approximately 55 chromosomes in
its somatic cells, and the other approximately 90. Both are thickleaved, and the latter is also dwarf and almost certainly sterile.
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Plgt;e XXIII. The Mysore banana.
Pl~e XXIV. Seedling bamma i)~ysol'e x M. malacccnsis.
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